Abstract-The classification of diffuse lung opacities in thin-section computed tomography (HRCT) images is an important step for developing a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system. In designing the CAD system for classifying diffuse lung opacities in HRCT images, a local histogram feature vector approach has been proposed and shown to be effective. Furthermore, a local slice feature vector approach unlike a local histogram feature approach has been proposed and shown to be effective. However, the effectiveness of a combined feature vector of local histogram and local slice feature vectors is not clear. In this paper, more effectively to classify diffuse lung opacities in HRCT images, we explore the combined feature vector of local histogram and local slice feature vectors. Furthermore, we examine the effects of normalization, rescaling and standardization, for the combined feature vector.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thin-section computed tomography (HRCT) images are widely used for diagnosis of diffuse lung opacities [1] . The diffuse lung opacities classification in HRCT images is an important step for developing a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system [2] , [3] . The HRCT images (512512 pixels, 12 bits / pixel, 0.35 mm / pixel) were obtained from 70 patients with a variety of diffuse lung diseases. In HRCT images, we selected 500 regions of interests (ROIs) with 4 classes of typical diffuse lung opacities (reticular, nodular, ground-glass, and consolidation) and one normal class. Fig. 1 shows ROI images with 4 classes of typical diffuse lung opacities and one normal class. In this paper, we use a 1515 ROI size.
In our previous studies [4] - [6] , each of a local histogram feature vector approach and a slice feature vector approach has been proposed and shown to be effective independently. A local histogram feature vector approach seems directory to reflect the CT values. On the other hand, a local slice feature vector approach may reflect shapes of the typical diffuse lung opacities. It is reported that combining different features leads to a better classification performance than that of individual features [7] . Therefore, we consider combining local Manuscript received July 7, 2015; revised December 29, 2015. This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 25330357.
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histogram and local slice feature vectors.
In this paper, in order to improve further the classification performance of the CAD system for classifying diffuse lung opacities in HRCT images, we explore the combination of local histogram and local slice feature vectors. Furthermore, we examine the effects of normalization, rescaling and standardization, for the combined feature vector. From the experimental result, the use of normalization techniques has been shown to be effective slightly. 
II. PREVIOUS WORKS
In the previous study [4] - [6] , we have proposed a local histogram feature vector approach [4] and a local slice feature vector approach [5] . By focusing the local ranges of the CT values, we can get a rich feature to be effectively classified. These approaches have common characteristics. Thus, we set a window, which is determined by a window level and a window width, to the histogram. By setting a window successfully, a rich feature to be classified can be obtained. We showed each of a local histogram feature vector approach and a local slice feature vector approach.
A. A Local Histogram Feature Vector Approach [4]
A histogram, which consists of x-and y-axes, is obtained from the gray ROI image. The x-and y-axes show the CT value and its frequency, respectively. The histogram feature vector is obtained by arranging the frequency of a corresponding CT value from the histogram. The ROI image has 4,096 gray levels. we quantize the gray ROI image. In quantizing the gray ROI image, the threshold levels are equally divided. In a local histogram feature vector approach, we make a local histogram by setting a window. Fig. 2 shows difference between conventional and local histogram feature vector approaches. A conventional histogram covers all range of CT values in general. On the other hand, a local histogram covers the only selected range of CT values. The range is decided by setting a window. The window is defined by a window level and a window width. Note that when the window level and window width are 2,048 and 4,096, the local histogram feature vector approach is equal with the conventional one. In the local histogram feature vector approach, we can select the number of bins in the local histogram. In Fig. 2(b) , the bin size or dimensionality is 5. For simplicity, the bin width is equally divided. All the bin widths are the same. 
B. A Local Slice Feature Vector Approach [5]
A local slice feature vector approach uses a histogram like a local histogram feature vector approach. In a slice feature vector approach, the binary image to be sliced is used. The element of a slice feature vector is a ratio of white pixels in the binary image. Each of elements is produced by a binary image to be sliced by setting a threshold value. For simplicity, the slice width is equally divided. All the slice widths are the same.
The local slice feature vector is obtained based on a binary image to be sliced from a local histogram covered with a window. Fig. 3 shows difference between conventional and local slice feature vector approaches. A conventional slice feature vector approach [6] covers all range of CT values in general. On the other hand, a local slice feature vector approach covers the only selected range of CT values. The range is decided by setting a window, a window level and a window width, respectively. Note that when the window level and window width are 2,048 and 4,096, a local slice feature vector approach is equal with the conventional one. In the local slice feature vector approach, we can select the number of slices in the local histogram. In Fig. 3(b) , the slice size or dimensionality is 2. For simplicity, the slice width is equally divided. All the slice widths are the same. A detail procedure of a local slice feature vector approach has been shown in the literature [5] .
III. A PROPOSED METHOD
In order to further improve the classification performance of the diffuse lung opacities in HRCT images, we explore the combination of local histogram and local slice feature vectors. In this paper, we make a combined feature vector as follows. 
where t(0<=t<=1) is a weight. The dimensionality of the combined feature vector is n+m. In general, the dimensionality of the combined feature vector becomes large. The combined feature vector is essentially equal to the local histogram feature vector when t=1.0, and to the local slice feature vector when t=0.0. When t=0.5, this means simply arranging the local histogram and local slice features. By appropriately adjusting a value of t, the improvement of the classification performance of the combined feature vector is expected.
Furthermore, we develop the combined feature vector with normalization. The normalization technique is applied to each of a feature vector. The combined feature vector is expected to be smoothed for gaps between a local histogram feature vector and a local slice feature vector. The normalization technique may not necessarily be improved. In this paper, we examine two types of normalization techniques, rescaling and standardization. We showed each of a rescaling technique and a standardization technique.
A. A Rescaling Technique
The method is rescaling the range of features to scale the
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range [0, 1] . If the raw data x is given, the rescale data x' is as follows.
x'=(x-x min )/(x max -x min ).
Here, x max and x min are the maximum and minimum values of the raw data x, respectively. The range of the raw data [x min , x max ] becomes the range [0, 1].
B. A Standardization Technique
The method makes the values of each element in the data have zero-mean and unit variance. If the raw data x is given, the standardization data x' is as follows.
x'=(x-x ave )/x sd .
Here, x ave and x sd are the mean and standard deviation of the raw data x, respectively. The raw data x becomes the normal distribution N(0, 1).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The effectiveness of the proposed method is examined in terms of the error rate. The error rate P e is defined as follows: P e = 100  No. of test samples misclassified / No. of all test samples [%] In order for the estimated error rate to be reliable in predicting the future classification performance of the CAD system, the training and test samples must be statistically independent [8] . In error rate estimation literature, the holdout method has been successfully used, because it maintains the statistical independence between the training and test samples [9] . In order to evaluate the proposed method, the average error rate and the 95% confidence interval were estimated.  Step1 Divide 500 available samples into 250 training and 250 test samples at random  Step2 Compute the error rate by using the local mean-based classifier [10]  Step3 Repeat Steps 1 and 2, 100 times independently  Step4 Calculate the average error rate and the 95% confidence interval.
The local mean-based classifier is known to be robust for outliers [10] . In the experiments, we used the local mean-based classifier with r=5.
The purpose of the experiment 1 is to show an individual performance of a local histogram feature vector approach and a local slice feature vector approach. Each of the dimensionality was 8, and we used an 8-dimensional feature vector through all the experiments. We vary the window, a window level and a window width. Tables I and II are the results of the experiment 1 on the minimum average error rate. The minimum average error rate means the optimal window setting in terms of the average error rate. In the local histogram feature vector approach, the optimal window level is 500 and the optimal window width is 1,700. On the other hand, in the local slice feature vector approach, the optimal window level is 700 and the optimal window width is 1,600. From both the results of the Tables I and II , localization by setting a window seems very effective. In the following experiments, we adopted these optimal window settings.
The purpose of the experiment 2 is to examine the combined feature vector of local histogram and local slice feature vectors. We made the combined feature vector and its dimensionality was 16 (=8+8). We vary the values of t. The t is a weight which controls a balance of a local histogram feature vector and a local slice feature vector. In the experiment, the values of t were from 0.0 to 1.0. Again, when t=0.0, the combined feature vector is equal to a local slice feature vector. On the other hand, when t=1.0, the combined feature vector is equal to a local histogram feature vector. The upper is the average error rate (%) and the lower is the 95% confidence interval.
The purpose of the experiment 3 is to investigate the combined feature vector with normalization. By normalization of the data, we expected the combined feature vector to be smoothed for irregularities between a local histogram feature vector and a local slice feature vector. Note that the normalization technique is applied to not all of a combined feature vector but each of a feature vector, a local histogram feature vector and a local slice feature vector. In the experiment, we vary the values of t and find the optimal value of t in terms of the error rate. Table IV shows the effects of the combined feature vector with normalization, rescaling and standardization. All the results give the minimum average error rate with the optimal value of t. In the rescaling, the optimal value of t is 0.3. On the other hand, in the standardization, the optimal value of t is 0.2. From the result of the Table IV, both the normalization techniques, rescaling and standardization, improve the average error rate very slightly. However, from the viewpoint of the 95% confidence interval, the effect of the normalization techniques seems not clear.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, in order to improve further the classification performance of the CAD system for classifying diffuse lung opacities in HRCT images, we have explored the combination of local histogram and local slice feature vectors. Furthermore, we have examined the effects of normalization, rescaling and standardization, for the combined feature vector. From the experimental results, the effectiveness of the combined feature vector with the normalization techniques has been appeared slightly. In the future, we explore the feature selection for a combine feature vector.
